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Abstract: In the medieval Arabic tradition of the so-called occult sciences, the

concept of ramz (symbol, code) has acquired an important role in the way the

authors were considering and reading the texts of their predecessors and writing
their owns. This term, closely related to the notion ofsecret, covered various ideas of
code: from allegories and allusions to codenames and secret alphabets. Above all,
the alchemists made ramz a real topos of their literature. In this paper, we focus on
the Rutbat al-haldm of Maslama b. Qäsim al-Qurtubl (written in 339-342/950-953)
and some of its main sources, such as the corpus of texts attributed to Jäbir b.

Hayyän, Ibn Wahshiyya's Filäha Nabatiyya, the Rasä'il Ikhwân al-Safâ' and the
Risäla Jämi'a. We argue that Maslama produced a detailed definition of ramz,
conceived a true typology of it, and proposed his own key to reading the alchemical

ramz. This rich development is not found in any of the other texts that we have

examined here. This observation confirms that Maslama b. Qäsim al-Qurtubl,
far from being a simple transmitter of Eastern ideas and practices to the Western
Arab-Muslim world, was an original and innovative milestone in the transfer of
knowledge.

Keywords: alchemy, code, esotericism, secrecy, symbols

1 Introduction

Maslama b. Qäsim al-Qurtubl, whose role as transmitter of occult sciences in
al-Andalus has recently been significantly re-evaluated, was a rather peculiar
traditionist who lived in Cordoba in the tenth century. He is known to have
undertaken a long journey throughout the Islamicate East in c. 317-c. 325/929-937,
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and to have likely brought back with him a series of works of an esoteric nature.1

Once returned to al-Andalus, Maslama wrote his two masterpieces, the Rutbat al-

hakïm (the Scale of the Sage), an alchemical text which is very possibly the first
alchemical treatise ever written on the soil of al-Andalus, and the Ghâyat al-hakïm

(the Aim of the Sage), a work on astral magic which enjoyed great fame in the Latin
world under the name of Picatrix.2 As an expert in esoteric materials, the author of
the Rutbat al-hakïm and the Ghâyat al-hakïm addresses the concept of ramz
(pi. rumüz), i.e. code or symbol, repeatedly across his works. This article focuses on
the concept of ramz in these two works, and in other apparently closely related
texts which are surely to be counted among his chief sources: the Rasä'il Ikhwän

al-safä' (the Epistles of the Brethren of Purity), a ninth or tenth century encyclopaedia

of philosophy and sciences of Shfite provenance, and which came to be

highly influential in al-Andalus;3 al-Risäla al-Jämi'a (the Comprehensive Epistle), a

work that also circulated under the name of the Ikhwän al-safä' although its exact
relation with the rest of the Ikhwänian corpus remains a matter of controversy
today; Filäha Nabatiyya (the Nabatean Agriculture), a text of debated origin on

agriculture and various other matters, which purports to be a translation made by
Ibn Wahshiyya (d. 318/930-1) of a 'Chaldean text' in the first half of the tenth
century;4 and the corpus of texts attributed to Jäbir b. Hayyän, a collection of texts

dealing principally with alchemy, possibly written around the ninth century.5

2 Rumüz in general

In 1995, Wolfhart Heinrichs published for the second edition of the Encyclopaedia

ofIslam an article on ramz in rhetoric and its related uses,6 in which he provided a

general definition of the word based on various texts. He distinguished three main
meanings of ramz: ramz as a code, ramz as a symbolic action, and ramz as a

'siglum' (Heinrichs's terminology) in the simplest sense of the word. Since only the
first type of ramz is used extensively in the above-mentioned texts, the other two
will not be discussed in this article. Ramz as a code can itself be divided into two
subsets: codenames, symbols and allegories on the one hand, and secret

1 Callatay/Moureau 2017.

2 On the hypothesis ofattribution of these two works to Maslama b. Qäsim al-Qurtubi, which is the

most convincing hypothesis at the moment, see Fierro 1996.

3 See in particular Callatay 2013; Callatay 2014-2015.

4 On this, see Hämeen-Anttila 1999; Hämeen-Anttila 2006; Travaglia 2009; Hämeen-Anttila 2011.

Edition; Fahd 1993.

5 Among the abundant literature on this, see in particular Kraus 1942-1943.

6 Heinrichs 1995.
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characters and secret alphabets on the other hand. Ramz in alchemical texts refers,

in most cases, to these two methods.

3 Rumüz in the Rutbat al-hakîm

It is first and foremost in the Rutbat al-hakim (339-342/950-953) that Maslama b.

Qäsim al-Qurtubl describes his conception of ramz. Indeed, the fourth maqäla of
the Rutha - i.e. around 57% of the book - is entirely dedicated to rumüz and their
resolution (fl l-rumüz wa-fakkihä wa-ma'rifatihä). This section also contains Mas-

lama's claim to have written a complete epistle on the resolution of rumüz,7 but no
work attributed to Maslama has been preserved with this title or content.8 In the

Rutha, Maslama aims at providing a method for resolving rumüz, since resolving
all of them would take too long.9

Maslama gives two definitions of the word ramz in the Rutha that illustrate two
different aspects of the concept. The first appears in the introduction of the book:

"As for the code, it is only similies that is used for this science in order to hide it
from those who are stupid and ignorant and to show it to the experienced and the

intelligent."10 The second aspect presents another feature of ramz: "Know that the

ramz only informs one about something, either without its expression or without
its aspect."11 This second definition stresses the role of ramz as a way of
transmitting information, which is central to Maslama's perception of it. Indeed, he

considers ramz to be that which the sages use to transmit their knowledge - but

only to the wise - without unveiling it to the average man.12 Thereby another aim of
ramz is highlighted: ramz implies that whoever understands it has a subtle mind
0dhihr), and therefore it allows one to discriminate between the "pure soul"
(al-nafs al-zakiyya) and the "stupid soul" (al-nafs al-balida).13 However, one
should not think that ramz is merely hiding or veiling things, since Maslama insists

7 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017: 95:

0 LGJ f ^ îZ ^l£ll AJC- ja yà liJjâî Jâ 11j
In this article, we quote from the preliminary edition of Wilferd Madelung (2017), who edited the

text from only three witnesses. We are currently preparing a critical edition of this text.
8 The text might, however, be a text by another author, since Maslama also claims to be the author
of the Epistles of the Brethren of Purity in the Rutba (Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017,19). On

this, see also Callatay, forthcoming.
9 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:128,156-157.

10 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:20:

jJ^jajil Jlim j. Jâj j jIAA J' - II Vi Jll' ^'r W- jA Uojli y«^ tiij
11 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017: 96: J Uj e^ill je. „Uiyi ja Uij >jll ^,1 <2^1.

12 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017: 97.

13 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017: 95: »aM1 ù*
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that ramz requires somebody who understands it, otherwise it would be a useless

"unintelligible speech" (kalâm ghayr ma'qül).14 The person who knows what is
behind the ramz and understands it is a "discerning learned person" ('älim nablh),
and is deemed on a par with the people who coded the text.15

Maslama provides anecdotes to illustrate his definitions. The first one is an
example of ramz by signs iishära) and is taken from the Qur'än, quoting the story of
Zakariyyä.16 Zakariyyä, the father of Yahyä, was told by God that the sign that he

would have a son was that he "would not be able to speak to people for three days

except by ramz" (Qur'än 3:41, our translation). If Zakariyyä were to have met

anybody during these three days, Maslama explains, he would have had to make

gestures to let him know that he was unable to speak: someone stupid would have

thought Zakariyyä was ill or insane, whereas somebody experienced (nihrir) would
have understood.

The second anecdote is an example of ramz by speech (kaläm)17 and is taken
from a "chronicle of the Arabs".18 A one-eyed tribesman is taken by a rival tribe
during a war. While being held in their camp, he realises that this rival tribe is

preparing an attack on his own tribe and plans to send a message to his fellow
tribesmen. He asks his enemies to allow him to send a message to give some orders

to his fellows about his business. The enemies agree and present him a black slave

to deliver the message. Having asked his fellows to treat their captive from the rival
tribe well, since he himself was being treated well (a captatio benevolentiae, in
Maslama's view), he says: "Let them unsaddle my reddish she-camel, they have

ridden her for too long, and let them ride my brownish camel, he is tough for not
having been ridden. Ask the ploughman about me and how much I ate hays with
you19." The slave goes to his tribe and relays the message. The fellows of the one-

eyed man think that the one-eyed man has gone crazy for he had no reddish she-

camel nor brownish camel, and they come to ask the ploughman who says: "Your
cousin gave you some good advice: he tells you to leave the easy valley and to go to
the tough, black, and inaccessible mountain, because the troops (ofyour enemies)

14 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017: 96.

15 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017: 95-96.
16 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017: 96-97.
17 This kind of ramz is considered higher status than the ramz by signs, since more people
understand signs {Rutbat al-haläm, ed. Madelung 2017: 97).

18 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017: 97-98.
19 In Madelung's edition, we read: ids! U uL jo IjL, (Rutbat al-hakim, ed.

Madelung 2017: 98). This reading does not make sense. According to various old manuscripts, we

propose to read: Uo* UjUll ^jjS. jo Ijloj Hays is a dish made with dates mixed with
butter, curdled milk and a little flour; this mixture alludes to the mixture of men and tribes as

referred to in the passage (see Lane's Arabic-English Lexicon, s.v.).
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come in a mix of people and tribes, and you do not have the capacity to resist

them." Then, the tribe flee to the mountain and are saved.

In addition to these two means of using rumüz, Maslama also focuses on ramz

by images (suwar), paying special attention to the Mushaf al-suwar (Tome of
Images) attributed to Zosimos.20 He explains that some people believe that these

images were drawn only to adorn the book, to ensure its easier transmission, but
Maslama does not agree and asserts that these images are the "origins/mines/
minerals of the science of that book" (ma'ädin 'Um dhälika al-kitäb), and that they
refer to the alchemical stone. He asserts that he has described these pictures in a

Risâla fi l-Bunyänät wa-l-nawämis21 (Epistle on the buildings and laws), where he

linked the illustrations of the Mushafal-suwar to the images in the temple of Birbä

in Ikhmïm (Panopolis, where Zosimos was born). According to Maslama, these

images are clearer and more useful than written books.

In short, Maslama highlights the fact that all the demonstrative (burhâniyya)
and divine (ilähiyya) sciences are coded:22 moreover, not only science is coded, but
also poetry. Indeed, as Maslama tells us, poets use rumüz in their works too, in
what they call the "verses of the meanings" (abyât al-ma'ânï), namely enigmatic
verses that leave room for interpretation;23 they consider those who are able to
understand these verses on a par with their own community. Poets are familiar
with the art of the riddle (lughz) and the puzzle (mu'amman). Yet, the science of
codes par excellence is alchemy, so much so that people give it the name ramz as

such, and unjustly denigrate it.24 This is why the Rutbat al-hakim, which is devoted

to alchemy, is concerned with rumüz at length.
All the Ancients used rumüz in their works, and so does Maslama: the reader

may therefore consider Maslama's own book useless, as he himself admits.

However, Maslama introduces another important aspect of ramz here: ramz
depends on the language and the era, requiring, therefore, adaptation which is

what Maslama purports to do in the Rutba, and why his work is not at all useless.25

For instance, the Greek code (ramzyünäni) is very different from the Arabic code

{ramz 'arabï), and needs to be translated.26 As for the epoch, scholars must

20 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:113-114.

21 Madelung reads Risäla fî l-Nabätät wa-l-nawämis (Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:114),

but the manuscript tradition and the context prompt us to choose the reading suggested above.

22 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:95:

jj L&lc. CjjtS U tt^lj V y to j LajJ a-oao, jjl tjjSj (ji - to I

23 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:95.

24 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017: 95-96.
25 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:19.

26 Rutbat al-haldm, ed. Madelung 2017: 20.
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compare the rumüz of the Arabs with the rumüz of the Ancients and see whether

they agree.27 Among the Greek sages mentioned by Maslama, one finds Hermes,

Democritus, Maria, Ostanes, Agathodaimon, Plato, Aristotle, Balinüs, Zosimos.

Among the Arabs, he gives preeminence to two scholars, namely Jäbir b. Hayyän
and Abü Bakr al-Râzî, but he also cites other thinkers such as Ibn Wahshiyya.28

Maslama also emphasises that the tradition is essentially unique: even if
they seem to be at variance with one another, in reality all the Ancients agree.
Indeed, although the words are different and numerous (kutub mukhtalifa, kalâm

mukhälif, ikhtalafat alfäzuhum), they all agree since their subject (mawdü') is

unique, their meaning (ma'nan) is unique, their result (natïja) is unique.29
Maslama compares this with numerous different trees all giving a unique fruit.30 One

can perceive this unity if one reads the words of the sages with a subtle mind
{latufa dhihnuka).31

Maslama divides rumüz into three categories: adorning something (tamlih

wa-tahsin), hiding something (ikhfä'), and showing something (izhär).321) Adornment
is that which is referred to as eloquence (balägha) and belles-lettres (adab). This kind
of ramz consists in making a discourse more beautiful in order to facililtate its
transmission as people will find it attractive.33 It is used in both prose and poetry, and

Maslama gives examples of books intended to transmit tenets of worldly administration

(siyäsät al-dunyâ) in this way: Kalila wa-Dimna, the Kitâb Tha'la (the Book of
the Vixen),34 the Kitâb Wazra (the Book ofWazra),35 and the Kitäb Sindibäd (the Book of
Sindbad). Alchemists sometimes use this kind of ramz, when they speak of "making

27 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017: 27.

28 Rutbat al-haldm, ed. Madelung 2017: 26-27,156.
29 Rutbat al-haklm, ed. Madelung 2017: 26, 38-39,101,130.
30 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:130.

31 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017: 26.

32 Rutbat al-haklm, ed. Madelung 2017: 99.

33 Rutbat al-haklm, ed. Madelung 2017: 99.

34 This title points in all likelihood to Sahl b. Härün's Kitâb Tha'la wa-'Afrä (Zekari 1995: 839).

Madelung reads 'A" (Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:99), but we found the title^ in
various old manuscripts.
35 Madelung reads but most of the manuscripts have »jjj which we choose to keep.

This very likely alludes to a book quoted in al-Mas'üdi's Murüj al-Dhahab (the Golden Meadows)

where a work called OA is cited as a book of stories about kings and viziers of India (al-

Mas'üdl, Murüj al-dhahab, ed. Barbier de Meynard et al. 1965-1970: vol. 2,406, § 1,416). Indeed, in
an older edition of this text, we have found the reading »jjj (al-Mas'üdi 1283/1866 : vol. 1,

297), and the book may have circulated under this title. Yet, the original reading in the Rutbat al-

hakim might have been Ojj instead of »jjj This might point to the book known nowadays

as Kitâb Shimâs (on this book, see Abbott 1949:156).
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the hot cold", "making the big small", "putting the high low", etc.36 2) The second kind
of ramz consists in hiding something completely. This method, since it entirely
conceals that which is implied, is not useful and hence Maslama calls it ramz färigh or

ramz 'aqïm, useless code.37 Maslama's contemporaries tried in vain to understand

what is hidden behind these useless rumûz, but their efforts were in vain since there is

nothing to find when everything is hidden.38 Sometimes, alchemists use the useless

rumûz, which deceive the ignorant.39 3) The last method is what Maslama calls the

manifestation (izhär) of something. Alchemists use this approach in most cases. When

using this ramz, they usually say what they need to say, but mix it with lots of useless

information, offering a complicated mixture that the reader must filter. Maslama calls

it the ramz mufîd (useful code).40

Since Maslama focuses on alchemy in the Rutbat al-hakim, he does not neglect
to mention that to which rumûz refer in alchemical works. In these texts, he says,
rumûz always indicate two ideas, and only two: the stone (hajar), corresponding to

theory ('ilm); and the operation (tadbîr), corresponding to practice ('amaQ.411) In

an alchemical context the stone means the material from which the elixir is made,

irrespective of whether or not it is a stone. When alchemists want to hide the true

name of the stone, they use alternative names,42 which is why rumûz for the stone

are plentiful (kathlr).43 These names must, however, refer to aspects or properties
of the stone,44 otherwise the code becomes a ramz färigh, hence the necessity of

knowing the natures of natural things (tabä'V al-ashyä' al-tabViyya) for those

wishing to accomplish the alchemical work.45 The names that alchemists use to

designate the stone can be divided into two categories: names that the common
people know; and names that the common people do not know and which the

sages use as an agreement (ittifäq).46 2) The operation is the series of processes that
must be conducted in the alchemical work. To conceal it, alchemists have most

36 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017: 99. Maslama also explains the alchemists' expressions
"make the cold hot", "make the small big", "make the narrow large", and "make the short long"
(Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017: 100-101): this means that they have set the propaedeutic
sciences (al-'ulüm al-riyädiyya), that are hard, as a ladder to the two conclusions, alchemy and
astral magic (kimiyä' and simiyä'), which are easy.
37 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:107-108.

38 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:108-109,171.
39 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:181-182.

40 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:101-102,108.
41 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:101.

42 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:129.

43 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:101.

44 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017: 40,129.
45 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:129.

46 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:129.
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usually made recourse to the method of combining a lot of unnecessary elements

with the real principles, mixing the useless with the useful.47 This is why the ramz
for the operation is long (tawil), longer than the ramz of the stone (which is

plentiful, kathir), since the description of the modality (kayfiyya) is longer than that
of the quiddity (mähiyya).AS Revealing how things can get even more complicated,
Maslama emphasises that these codes - namely the code for the stone and the code

for the operation - can, and often do, become conflated, so that many people
confuse the code for the stone with the code for the operation, and vice versa.49

4 Rumuz in the Ghâyat al-hakim

Unsurprisingly, the Ghäyat al-hakim also provides us with material relevant for the

topic under discussion. In the prologue, Maslama frames the terms of debate by
asserting that in the Ghâya he is pursuing the same objective as he did in the Rutba.

That is to say, he is going to unveil and disclose the secrets of the sciences which
ancient philosophers did their utmost to conceal in their books "by way of symbols
and cryptic formulas that only sages of their kind are able to understand".50 In fact, as

every reader quickly realizes, the Ghâya itself looks like just another grimoire that

"leave people buried under thousands of symbols", to use an expression favoured by
Maslama in another place.51 Far from revealing or elucidating secrets, it appears that
he deliberately composed his work in such a way as to ensure that these secrets are

kept away from those deemed unworthy. The use of symbols evidently contributed to

this objective, as did the absence of any "discernible guiding principle" in the book.52

Symbols are everywhere in the Ghâya, and there is little interest in citing
multiple examples of their use. More informative for our purpose is a passage
where Maslama provides us with a proper definition of ramz. This is in maqäla III,
fasl 4, a chapter for which our author mentions the Kitäb Makhzün (the Treasured

i\l Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:129,171.

48 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:101.

49 Rutbat al-haläm, ed. Madelung 2017:101-102.

50 Ghäyat al-hakim, ed. Ritter 1933: 2: vi M j lA M*.
51 Ghäyat al-hakim, ed. Ritter 1933: 341: >-Mi Ujiiril fjill.
52 On this latter issue, see M. Plessner (in Ritter/Plessner 1962: XXXIX): "This matter of writing
may well be intentional, whether to make the magical sections appear less suspect by interlarding
them with theoretical passages, or to make certain doctrines seem less strange by administering
them in small doses, or to demonstrate the equal validity of the magical and philosophical
material, or for a combination of all three reasons. At all events, a similar method of presentation is

apparent in one of the principal sources of The Aim ofthe Sage, the encyclopaedia of the Brethren of

Purity (Ikhwän al-Safä')."
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Book) as his main source, a text by an otherwise unidentified Ja'far al-Basri. The

whole chapter strikes the reader by the exclusively Islamic nature of its contents

and, indeed, it finds no counterpart in the Latin Picatrix.53 In the original Arabic,
after having painstakingly reviewed the correspondences between the numerical
values of the opening letters of the Qur'än and the seven planets, Maslama
embarks on the calculation of the duration of Islam, by using those of the opening
letters that are specifically associated with Venus, the planet of the Arabs.54

Occurring in this very particular context, the definition of ramz is given in the

following terms:

This is a wonderful formulation and code. Indeed, a code is a word for which the external

appearance does not matter but which has a hidden meaning. In short, it is an expression
endowed with two sides, one known and one veiled, regarding a matter or a piece of wisdom.

Thus, it is said that the Qur'än is [both] hidden and apparent. These are two subordinate

properties, for the apparent may be apparent for one thing and hidden for another. Yet it
cannot be apparent and hidden in one single respect: rather it will be apparent with respect to

perception and hidden in another respect. Being apparent or being hidden will depend on
perceptions. This is why God Most-High is "hidden" when He is sought for through the

perception of the senses or the chest of chimeras and "apparent" when He is sought for from
the chest of reason via the path of inference.55

To further illustrate the paradoxical nature of symbols, Maslama elaborates in the

same chapter on the well-known image of man's inability to comprehend God as

resulting from the overabundant light proceeding from the Creator. This idea

53 See Pingree 1986:102-103. It will be observed that the Latin translator has limited himself to

providing the chapter with a title, namely, "How secrets can be understood only by those familiar
with that science" (Qualiter secreta nisi in hac sciencia ab assuetis intelligi nonpossunt), and a five-
line justification of why he has not deemed it of sufficient interest to include its content. Significantly,

he does not refer to anything Qur'änic or Islamic, but only to the fact that "ancient sages
who have dealt in their books with magic sciences and nigromancy have written in the most
obscure way they could" (sapientes vero antiqui qui in magicis scienciis et nigromancia fuere locuti
in eorum libris quantum plus potuere obscure scripserunt). For a comparison of the Latin Picatrix
with its Arabic original see Boudet/Coulon 2017; Burnett 2017.

54 Although other examples of this kind of speculations exist in Arabic literature - most famously
al-Kindî's Risâla on the duration of the rule of Islam, which Maslama mentions in the same

chapter -, it is this passage from the Ghâya that Ibn Khaldün has in mind when he reports his own
disapproval ofsuch theories (Ibn Khaldün, Muqaddima, vol. 6,28). The edition of al-Kindi's epistle
is provided in Yamamoto/Burnett 2000: vol. 1,525-543 (Appendix III). For references on Venus as

the planet of the Arabs, see Michot 2000:181-182. See also Callatay, forthcoming.
55 Ghäyat al-haldm, ed. Ritter 1933:169-170:

il 4 — I aal à J U a ; ~ JJi '' " .jl"'; - J- a'
^ 1 -J jlaa jlaLj Uj a jit -à

^
-1 y. y '' 1 y. y' j j y\ I uaC. ja ILA j

4a4j ja jj£j VJ UhLja! j4 Là tjjtL 43 j4lJàll jtâ Cjljl i a oil ja jlL i-ijll jli&j I jfcUâj ' ' jijïll .jl (JjS La Uiljj a j
LjU!jiV! A' ULâaYlj (jAe Laàl jjJaallj j j - lâll jli jj) 4aj ja Ulaljj jlj-jl A' 43l*äaVljj 4aj ja |j4tla IjlaUj 1 jkUâ 4a1j

.dyjlaaV J —L; Jiall Ul jÀ ja ' ilia jl 1
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Maslama may have found in various works, but he most likely derived it from the
Rasä'il Ikhwän al-safä'.56

5 Rumuz in the Rasall Ikhwän al-safä'

The Brethren of Purity themselves never seem to have tired of harmonising the
discourse of ancient philosophers with the wisdom of religious and prophetic
revelations. Statements in this sense are found all throughout in the Rasä'il, and it
is in this context, and against this particular background, that mention of rumüz is

made most frequently. A typical example is the following admonition to the reader,

with which Epistle 17 (On Generation and Corruption) concludes:

So endeavour, 0 my brother - may God help you and us through a spirit coming from Him - in
the search for what the prophets of God - God's blessings be upon them - hinted at (ashärat)
in the books revealed in their languages, whose meanings were taken from angels - be peace

upon them - with regard to the description of the Grace of the Holy Gardens and the

happiness of their inhabitants, and to the quality of the Fire and the unhappiness of its

inhabitants; [and endeavour also in the search] for what the philosophers and the wise men
hinted at (ashärat), too, in their symbolic tales (fi marmüzätihim) with regard to the

description of the world of spirits and the praise of its inhabitants, and [with regard] to their
denigration of the world of bodies and their disregard for its inhabitants. Perhaps you will be

able to conceive with your intelligence Caqt) of what they represented and you will experience

in the purity of your substance what they experienced in the purity of their substance.57

56 See Rasä'il Ikhwän al-safä', ed. al-Bustânî 1957: vol. 3, 22: "Likewise, the power of man's

intellect is intermediate: of intelligible things [al-ashyä' al-ma'qüla] he is able to conceptualize

only those that are intermediate between the two extremes in terms of sublimity (jaläla) and

secrecy (khafä'). Indeed, amongst intelligible things, there are those which it is not possible for
man's intellect to perceive and to become acquainted with by science (idräkuhu wa-ihätat al- 'ihn

bihi), due to their sublimity and the intensity of their manifestation, of their evidence, and of their
clearness, such as the sublimity of the Creator: man's intellect is not able to perceive Him nor to

acquaint itselfby science with what He is in essence, [and this is] due to His sublimity, the intensity
of His manifestation and the clearness of His evidence, not to the secrecy of His essence nor to the

intensity of His concealment (kitmäni-hi)." The intimate relation of Maslama's twin works with the

Ikhwänian corpus has been an important topic of recent scholarship. See in particular Fierro 1996;

Callatay 2013; Kacimi 2013; Callatay 2014-2015; Madelung 2014-2015; Callatay/Moureau 2015;

Callatay/Moureau 2016; Callatay/Moureau 2017.

57 Rasä'il Ikhwän al-safä', Epistle 17, ed. Baffioni 2013:180-181 (translation Baffioni):

.1 -II 'i ^lr r 1j:,m -<Vi - - jAÜI CjI y — füll - ' <21 djjLii La •' L ^yy Lj'C'ijULji -^i Lj ' yy*
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The view expressed here is very straightforward and does not require much

explanation. Imperceptible to the eye, the realities of the Hereafter can be

apprehended by the human soul that has managed to actualise the potentiality of
its pureness and intelligence. Prophets and philosophers agree with one another
when speaking of these realities by way of "allusions" (ishärät) and "symbols"
{rumüz, marmüzät), two words that are found side by side in countless passages of
the same nature throughout the Ikhwânian corpus. The same holds true for the

physical realities of the world around us. Anticipating the modern conception of
Nature as a book to be read and understood, the Ikhwän tend to call every physical
law a symbol or a sign of the Creator's omniscience and omnipotence. In a well-
known passage from Epistle 45 on "the ultimate books" which were meant to have

inspired their own view of the world, the Ikhwän describe 'the books of nature'
0al-kutub al-tabi'iyya) as:

the forms of existents in the way spheres are presently structured, dealing with the
divisions of the zodiac, the movements of the stars, the scale of their celestial bodies, the
vicissitudes of time and change in the elements, the different kinds of animals, plants, and

minerals, and the various things made by man. All these forms and writings point to subtle

concepts and delicate secrets whose superficial sense is understood by the populace;
however, they are unable to appreciate their real inner subtleties among the works of
Almighty God.58

Also noticeable in the Rasâ'il are passages concerned with religious rituals and

symbols and which, as in the following example taken from Epistle 20 [On

Nature), provide the authors with an occasion to develop their universalistic
approach:

Each human nation in its houses ofworship, its traditions ofobligations, and its sacrifices
in its temples of prayer, has models, allusions, and symbols forged for those who describe
them with regard to the meaning hinted at by Abraham, the Friend [of God].59

In fact, a closer examination of terms like ishärät, rumüz, kinäyät, and many
others such as marämi (purposes), äyät (signs) or tanbihät (admonitions)

58 Rasä'ilIkhwän al-safa', Epistle 45, ed. Mayer et al. 2016: 98-99 (translation Netton):
jjpUaj jSl! J Aij _

vty (jVI IaJ Cjbjj - ^Aj
läUIjSj j j I .-1 î-A fis * 'i i a' -.I j hjjIAAIIj ' - 'I .-.«j jjijjaJI ùAÂs'yis i j

On this passage, see Callatay 2004.

59 Rasä'il Ikhwän al-safä\ Epistle 20, ed. Baffioni 2013: 383-384 (translation Baffioni):
ujl JAJ jajdlljUilj Allai tjL-a Quijâj jLa Qiiii Q* dijU^ (jJill Qx <Jai (JSl IAA ^yic.j

.(JjiâJl ^jAI_^j] AjI] jLii (^Ul ^yjjuail IÂA J] l$uL-al ji
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reveals that our philosophers ascribed them all more or less the same
metaphorical function throughout, and indeed used this vocabulary in a very loose

manner and with a high degree of interchangeability - a fact that sharply
contrasts to Maslama's terminology. This metaphorical language is found all
over the place in the Rasä'il, and is one of the most characteristic hallmarks of
the Ikhwänian corpus to address "those with eyes to see", as was recently
stressed in a recent article on the hidden meaning of the famous animal fable in
Epistle 22.60

Since it is entirely devoted to magic, we would expect Epistle 52, the last one of
the corpus that has come down to us in manuscripts,61 to offer us more remarkable
evidence on rumüz, but in fact this epistle, in all its known versions, turns out to be

rather disappointing. It may be the case that version B of this epistle - the version
from which Maslama quotes extensively in the Ghâya - includes one reference to
the symbolic formulations of the sages of the past, a reference which occurs,
notably, in one of the very few sections concerned with alchemy.62 Yet, the passage
does not contain much more than generalities and a few second-hand quotations

on the alchemical art and only serves to illustrate how unfamiliar the authors of
that version of the epistle - who may not have been the same as the authors of the

rest of the corpus - were with alchemy.

6 Rumüz in the Risäla Jami'a

The Risäla Jâmi'a (the Comprehensive Epistle) presents itself both as a summary of,
and a commentary on, the Rasä'il, purporting to explain for the initiates the most
essential points of each epistle. The decipherment of symbols is naturally at the

core of this approach, as the text makes clear:

[on the naming of "The Comprehensive [One]"] Since we have named this epistle "The

Comprehensive [One]", we need to bring together in it the meanings of the words in a short
and abridged manner. We elucidate in this epistle what we have made incomprehensible in
the other epistles that have preceded it. And since we assigned to each of our epistles the

60 Callatay 2018.

61 For reasons thatwill be explained in the introduction of our forthcoming edition (Callatay et al.,
forthcoming), we are inclined to regard version B as a work which was not part of the original plan
of redaction of the Rasä'il.

62 Rasä'il Ikhwän al-safä', Epistle 52, ed. al-Bustäni 1957: vol. 4,413. On this passage, see Marquet
1988: 32-33.
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custody of a particular meaning [taken] from the noble sciences and the fine wisdoms, we
have reserved for each a chapter which is the objective and the purpose of the whole epistle,
the epistle serving as a building for the chapter and the chapter as a foundation for the epistle.
We have composed this chapter in a coded manner so that nobody can access it nor find his

way to it except he who has cleaned his soul, and has modelled himself on the morals of the
sages.63

Although it is far from evident which parts of which specific epistles are meant to

correspond to these 'cryptic chapters' of the Ikhwänian corpus, the Jâmi'a includes
at least one passage that illustrates the point in a very remarkable manner. This

passage is concerned with the famous animal fable from Epistle 22, and more
particularly, with the symbolic representation of the category of domestic beasts.

In Epistle 22 domestic beasts play a major role as they embody the mistreatments
inflicted by humans on animals like no other species can. At some point in the trial
opposing the representatives of both sides, we learn from the jinn! sage of the tale
that "the beasts will have to remain in captivity and servitude until the revolution
of the conjunction has expired, and [until] the Last Abode recommences to
appear".64 The Jâmi'a explicitly identifies the suffering of domesticated animals at
the hands of humans with the humiliation to which the "progeny of prophecy"
(dhurriyyat al-nubuwwa) is currently subjected by the "armies of Iblis" - a

transparent allusion to the current situation experienced by the Ikhwân as ShTites. In
his recent study of the Jâmi'a in the Judeo-Arabic manuscript tradition Ehud Krinis
suggested with much plausibility that the expression dawr al-qirân in this context
might itself be a case of double reading:

on the exoteric level, the present historical cycle is referred to as 'the cycle of the (present)
astrological conjunction' (dawr al-qirän) [instead of 'constellation', as Krinis translates],
i.e., the age when the domesticated animals (representing the loyal Shlls) must remain in
bondage under the rule of their oppressors. On the esoteric level, the same phrase can be
understood as 'the cycle of the Qur'än' (dawr al-qur'än), referring to the age when the
Muslim law, brought by the prophet of the present historical sequence, is valid and
binding.65

63 al-Risala al-Jami'a, ed. Ghälib s. d.: 91:

jjajj a, i, r-ijj'i jl I
1j ji^ji (Jjii! qjâ ^ ' J Ljjifr

_ j tAjuylallj ULuijll elA ' U- a Laij ; [* - - ~ " i
tAAjJalll- '' < 0 a U1 it'b ULaj (JS li&Jjî Laij .' ,]J jii âLaLLaài dâLau^jli ji La JJ& olLaaaC-l La

V! Ajil Vj-Ulc. |*-lLaa V \jjajA al ii-a > j algl (jaLaaVl jAj Aaic. 4aäxa ^Aj (1$1S ULaajii jiajill aA !X-aaâ l^jâ 'La

.aLaSaJl jLLL'l: " à'.'j >a à'. ~: jy.
In the citation, it is certainly worth emphasizing on the use of a'jama, a verbal form frequently

associated with the obscure and unintelligible language of barbarian peoples, since it clearly
reveals a deliberate design to write cryptically.
64 Rasä'il Ikhwän al-safä', Epistle 22, ed. Goodman/McGregor 2012: 80 (our translation):

,ejÂ.yi éjJAà ' ijljaaüj jÇl Jjj ^ 'r-ian ji J] AjJjjillj Ja,V I ^3 : : ,La J1iaaj

65 Krinis 2013: 315.
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7 Rumuz in the Filaha Nabatiyya

The Filäha Nabatiyya, another important source to Maslama b. Qäsim a-Qurtubî,
does not discuss rumûz at length. The word scarcely appears and has a very general

meaning in most cases. There is only one passage in which the author provides
more explanations:

Abü Bakr Ibn Wahshiyya says of all Nabateans that they do not usually speak clearly to

express the meanings they declare and assert, but they encode (yarmuzün) their speech with a

code about which the one who would deduce it needs to think for some time so that he might
understand its meaning and that what they wanted [to say] in this [code] might appear to
him.66

In his article on ramz,67 Heinrichs described the use of ramz in another text
attributed to Ibn Wahshiyya, Shawq al-mustahâmft ma'rifat rumûz al-aqläm (the
Passionate Desire to Find out the Symbols of Scripts).68 In this text, the author
describes various alphabets, among which are hieroglyphs that are interpreted as

codes hiding occult knowledge on alchemy, magic or astrology, or information
about hidden treasures. Although Maslama neither cites this work in the Rutba, nor
in the Ghâya, he might have known of it since he often quotes from Ibn Wahshiyya
without naming a specific work.

8 Rumüz in the Corpus Jäbirianum

In the Corpus Jäbirianum, as we know it through those few editions that have

been published, rumûz are not addressed in as much depth as in the Rutba.69

Although the word ramz is abundantly present in the corpus, the concept is not
defined systematically. Even if Maslama might have been influenced by some of
the features of ramz that appear in Jäbirian texts, one must still conclude that the

corpus was probably not the main source for his understanding of ramz, in
contrast to what we know of his alchemy, which appears deeply indebted to

Jäbirian treatises.

66 Fahd 1993: vol. 1, 372:

(J? '1 * "'r Z-.'— U}J '' V .ail _ - y (ji IS i-iojlc. ,_y (j! j JZ f\ <Jli

,Ajâ <1 j. aZiua 1 flij LiLj_j *Ljâ j$.(ji U

67 Heinrichs 1995.

68 Edited Hammer 1806 and al-Tabbä' 1423/2003.

69 For this investigation, we have searched through all the texts edited in Berthelot et al. 1893: vol. 3;

Holmyard 1928; Kraus 1935; Lory 1988; al-Mazïdî 2006.
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The Jäbirian corpus is a multifarious collection of texts written by various
authors. However, since Maslama regarded these texts as the works of a single
alchemist, we shall here present tenets that come from different texts,
irrespectively of their dates. Luckily enough, Maslama mentions a few titles belonging
to the Jäbirian collection, which helps us better appreciate the extent of his

familiarity with the corpus. But this can also be misleading, since Maslama may have

mentioned texts he did not have at his disposal, or only in part; alternatively, he

may have not mentioned texts that he had in his hands.

In the Jäbirian corpus, ramz is usually a code, ranging from a single word to

an entire recipe. In the collection entitled Kitâb al-Sab 'in (Book ofthe Seventy) - a

collection known to Maslama70 - ramz is heavily used, most commonly at the
end of a sentence to indicate that this sentence is coded. In the Kitâb al-Hajar
(Book of the Stone) - a treatise from the collection of the Kutub Khamsumi'a (the
Five Hundred Books) which Maslama quotes71 - in the Kitâb al-Idäh (the Book of
Elucidation) - a text from the collection of the 'Ashara Kutub Mudâfa ilâ al-Sab'in
(the Ten Books Attached to the Book of the Seventy) which was also known to
Maslama72 - and in the Kitâb al- 'Ashara (the Book of the Ten)-a text of the Kitâb
al-Sab'in - ramz is described as a way to turn people who are not alchemists,
who are ignorant, away from the path of truth which will be reached by the
deserving.73 Although it does not limit ramz to designate, as with Maslama,
either the stone or the operation, the author of the Kitâb al-Hajar as well as the
author of the Kitâb al-Munâ (the Book ofDesires) - a text of the Kitâb al-Sab'ïn -
insist that ramz is used by sages to denote the stone.74 Furthermore, in Kitâb al-
Lähüt (the Book of Divinity), a treatise of the Kitâb al-Sab'ïn, we read that the
stone is described according to a name which refers to certain aspects of the
stone.75

Another device commonly used in the Jäbirian corpus to hide information is
the famous tabdïd al- 'Um, the dispersion of science,76 a technique which Maslama
also mentions.77 At times Maslama seems, tacitly, to oppose Jäbir b. Hayyän.

70 Ruthat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:173.

71 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:173.

72 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017:173.

73 Kitâb al-Hajar, ed. Holmyard 1928: 33; Kitäb al-Idäh, ed. Holmyard 1928: 51; Kitâb al-'Ashara,
ed. Lory 1988: 94.

74 Kitäb al-Hajar, ed. Holmyard 1928: 33-32; Kitäb al-Munä, ed. Lory 1988: 52.

75 Kitäb al-Lähüt, ed. Lory 1988:10.
76 Kraus 1942-1943: vol. 1, XXVII-XXX.
77 Rutbat al-hakim, ed. Madelung 2017: 40.
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Indeed, Maslama dismisses the idea that ramz may have different levels: a close

ramz {bald); a middle ramz (mutawassit); and a distant ramz (.bald).78 These

expressions are often found in Jäbirian texts.79

9 Conclusion

On the basis of the above, it is possible to identify a characteristic of ramz which is

present throughout the texts that we have studied: all of the selected authors
consider code a device deliberately used by philosophers, prophets or alchemists

in order to hide their knowledge from the ignorant and a touchstone intended to

distinguish the intelligent. The code is reserved for an elite, it is the instrument of
the wise to speak to the wise and to deceive the ignorant. One of these texts,
however, goes beyond this simple definition which, after all, is usual in texts of an
esoteric bent. Indeed, in the Rutbat al-haklm, Maslama b. Qäsim al-Qurtubï
produces a detailed definition of ramz and conceives a true typology of it. He classifies

the codes according to the mode of expression (sign, speech, image), or according
to their method (embellishment, occultation, revelation). He insists on their non-
universal character, and on their omnipresence in the demonstrative and divine
sciences. Moreover, he proposes his own key to reading the alchemical ramz (the

stone and the operation), and argues on this subject, with supporting quotations.
This rich development is not found in any of the other texts that we have examined
here: with regard to ramz, it is not possible to link the Rutbat al-haklm and the

Ghdyat al-haklm to any text that may have inspired them, making it plausible that
this was a personal enrichment on the part of the author. This observation confirms
that Maslama b. Qäsim al-Qurtubl, far from being a simple transmitter of Eastern

ideas and practices to the Western Arab world, was an original and innovative
milestone in the transfer of knowledge.

78 Rutbat al-haklm, ed. Madelung 2017:128.

79 In the Kitäb al-Zi'baq al-gharbl (the Book of the Occidental Mercury) (ed. Berthelot et al. 1893:

vol. 3,188), the Kitäb När al-hajar (the Book of the Fire ofthe Stone) (ed. Berthelot et al. 1893: vol. 3,

194), the Kitäb al-Mulk (the Book ofKingship) (ed. Berthelot et al. 1893: vol. 3,97), three of the Kutub

Khamsumi'a, and in the Kitäb al-Sifät (the Book of Attributes) (ed. Lory 1988: 80) and Kitäb al-
'Ashara (ed. Lory 1988: 94-95), two texts of the Kitäb al-Sab'in.
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